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Bottom Line Up Front
•

Ronald Petrosky’s testimony (as a hearsay witness) contained some
questionable statements. Petrosky testified:
– He called the police to report the incident when he read about the February 2001
incident in the Centre Daily Times in the Spring of 2011. This incident was not in
the press until November 2011.

– He stated he could only see the bottoms of the legs of Sandusky and the child,
however there are no obstructions that would block the bodies of people in those
particular showers.
– He stated that the janitor who witnessed the incident, James Calhoun, was
present in the locker room in an area adjacent to the shower during the entire
time Sandusky was molesting the child.

•

Calhoun’s lack of intervention is difficult to explain.

•

Petrosky’s trial testimony conflicted with the grand jury presentment
BOTTOM LINE:
The testimony doesn’t fit with the facts, challenges common sense, and
is different from the grand jury version of events.
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Incorrect timeframe of McQueary news article
Petrosky Trial Testimony

March 2011
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Search of CDT

November 8, 2011
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Petrosky incorrect about date of crime
•

Commonwealth Bill of Particulars: November 20-27, 2000

•

Petrosky testified incident occurred on Thursday or Friday of an “away”
football weekend:
Testimony 1= the Ohio State game (September 23, 2000)
Testimony 2 = the last way game (November 11, 2000)

•

The 2000 season ended on November 18, 2000 (Home vs. Mich. State)

•

Thursday, November 24 is Thanksgiving – PSU closed

BOTTOM LINE:
Date of crime identified by Commonwealth is not supported by testimony
and Petrosky’s testimony was inconsistent.
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Positioning of James Calhoun
Petrosky states he could hear Calhoun cleaning toilet upon entering
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Positioning of James Calhoun
Petrosky states Calhoun was cleaning toilet when he entered
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Calhoun’s job was to clean
the toilets and urinals.
Calhoun cleaning the toilet
when Petrosky entered
How did Sandusky and child
not hear Calhoun cleaning
the facilities, when
Petrosky stated he heard
Calhoun cleaning?
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Petrosky sees Sandusky & child in shower
Petrosky’s Recollection of Fall 2000 Incident
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1- Petrosky hooks hose
up under the sink
2 – Walks toward shower
3 – Sees Sandusky and
child, stops, drops hose
4 – Exits room
5 - Waits in vestibule
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View of Showers From Sink Area
• Petrosky testified to hooking hose
under sink.
• Then walking toward the shower from
the sink when he noticed the bottoms
of the legs of Sandusky and the child.
However, there is nothing blocking the
view of upper bodies.
• Stopped at dropped the hose, which
would have also caused a noise and
alerted Sandusky to his presence.
• Victims 1 and 4, in trial testimony,
stated any noise or intrusion into the
area by another person, would cause
Sandusky to disengage.
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James Calhoun’s Actions
Stood and watched molestation. Did not intervene.
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Vestibule
Calhoun stayed in locker room
after Petrosky exited.
Watched Sandusky molest the
child. Did not intervene.
Remained in locker room when
Sandusky and child dried off
and got dressed.
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Calhoun’s behavior is difficult to explain.
• Calhoun served in the Korean War and had been in battle.
• At the time, he was an able-bodied individual doing manual labor.

• The staff locker room is not used by persons of high importance in
the football program.
• He did not know the adult was Sandusky, therefore he allegedly
observed a 56-year-old stranger molesting a young boy in the
shower.
• Calhoun made no attempt to intervene.
• After Sandusky and the child left the locker room, Calhoun exited
behind them and was visibly upset and crying.
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Conflicts with Grand Jury Presentment
Grand Jury Presentment – Nov 2011 Trial Testimony of Petrosky – June 2012

• Asst Coach’s Locker Room
• Obstruction blocking upper bodies
• Petrosky cleaning shower when
Calhoun approaches
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• Staff Locker Room
• No curtain/obstruction
• Calhoun in shower area during entire
incident
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Conclusions
• The trial testimony of Petrosky doesn’t fit with the facts and is
inconsistent with the findings in the grand jury presentment:
– Petrosky could not have learned of the McQueary incident when he said
he did.
– Location changed between grand jury and trial.
– None of the dates Petrosky mentioned were between Nov 20-27, 2000
– There was no obstruction in the staff shower to block the upper bodies
of Sandusky and the child.

– It was very likely that Sandusky and the child would have noticed either
Petrosky or Calhoun cleaning the locker room and Sandusky would
have disengaged.
CRITICAL FLAW IN EITHER VERSION OF EVENTS
Petrosky only saw the bottoms of the legs, but
Calhoun could see areas higher on the body.
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